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Student Bios
Takesha Lopes, from a Cape Verdian family, recently graduated from Dean College with her Associates degree in Crimmal

After graduating, he enrolled at Rhode Island College where

justice. While at Dean. she was a Resident Assistant and the

generation college-bound student. Joe will be graduatjng in

premdent of her class. In the fall 012004, Takesha enrolled at

the fall of 2004 with a BA in political science.

Providence College as a junior.

Jesse Suchmann is entering his junior year as a design student at Syracuse University, where he has not only maintained
atop ranking in his highly competitive class but has also been

Alex Rivera immigrated to the U.S. from Puerto Rico just
before entering junior-high school. He ts the oldest male of

he has been on the Dean's List numerous times. As a first-

Outdoor Leadership Program at Green Mountain Community

a teacher's assistant during his sophomore year. Jesse ts hoping to use his talent and education as a graphic artist to work

College and has worked at the Met ever since. He enrolled last

towards positive social change.

nine children After gradating from the Met, he completed an

year at

Vermont College and plans to complete his BA by

Elissa Toro has continued to follow her passion for riding

2007 as a first-generation college-bound student.

horses. Certain that she wants a future in animal care or

Ramon Frias transferred to the Met during his junior year
Dominican Republic and Immigrated to the United States at

research, she is currently managing a local stable while
attending community college and deciding on a college or
career program to achieve her life goals.

the age of eight. After graduating from the Met, he has taken

Also in conversation though not represented here was

from Providence's Central High School. He grew up In the

on various part-time and full-time positions. Among the first
in his family to pursue higher education, Ramon recently

Cynthia Tapia, who came from Peru with her family just

Joe Claprood. deciding to put his education before his social-

before entering junior high. During junior high, she was
segregated into a Spanish-only classroom and had very little
connection with the English-speaking community. After graduating from the Met, she got married and gave birth to a baby

Ization, attended the Met after growing up in North

boy while continuing to work towards her Associates degree.

enrolled in Vermont College full-time and is working as a
teacher's assistant at the Met.

Providence amidst a tight knit group of friends and family

sk.ri'.
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dbout It, because a lot of times, family is right involved in that

baggage. But If you have a place that you can go to and feel
comfortable enough to talk about it, then that makes you
want to go there. And if you set up that environment where
the kid is comfortable coming in there and talking about lt,
then that n the reason the kid is coming to school. Because
most of the time when a kid :sn't coming to school, it's
because they have an issue, they have emotional baggage but
they have nowhere to go, so they say, "let me stay home by

inyjf>li.,

the kid what the problem is instead of just calling someone
else to punish the kid and that's the end of that. Instead, you
actually fix the problem by going behind the problem.
ALEX: You also value student voice. And that's the most

important thing-1 mean if you don't value the voice, you're
not going to get far. You have to stop and listen. I mean you
can disagree, but you can say, "Okay, let's figure this out." We
had to learn to work with each other as people, not because

one of us had authority or power.

CHRIS: So what would you say If a teacher said, "You know
what, I'm not trained to do that. That Is not what I am most
effective at I was trained to be a historian, I was trained to

be a math teacher. lam not a social worker: I am not a guidrina counselor."

KRISTIN: What role did your advisor play in your learning?

TAKESHA: I'dj say that you served as guidance. I always think
of it as guidance because you never really did the work, but
you helped me to do the work. So I'd say you knew what I

JESSE: I think the reason it works so well is because they're

was interested in, you knew my passions, so it was easier for

not trained for It. somehow. It's a lot more realistic and it

you to help guide me. You'd see something about a book or a

made me lot more trusting. Like whenever I talked to a
guidance counselor, I just could see what he was trained to
respond with. And I think that what makes you a good

conference or a program that brought my interests together

teacher is dealing with you as a person and not as something

And you also saw things that I didn't know I was really inter-

In new ways or would build on an interest and expose me to
something new and you would encourage me to check it out.

they've read about and are dealing with on a case study basis

ested in. So you weren't just connecting the obvious stuff.

Initead, they're just Interacting with you, Even If it doesn't go

And you'd use those things to get me to work on things that

as well as it would have otherwise, I felt like it was a real

I hated, like math. Just sitting back and watching what I'm

bond instead of "work "

doing on my own, not telling me what I have to do, but

JOE: When someone sits down with you and says, "You know,
these are the things that troubled me when I was at this
itage, these are the issues I ran into. This is how I dealt with

this then, and maybe it waw't the best way to deal with it, or

maybe ll was." Bring reflective and being able to express that
to the students is very helpful. When an advisor is open about

the experiences that they had, it allows the student to be

reminding me of my goals and showing me the choices I have
about how to get there and showing me when I'm making a
choice that isn't helping me toward those goals.
CHRIS: Did you ever feel like there was competition among
people in the advisory?

JOE: Well, not in a bad way. It was the kind of competition

reflective and to think, "Other people have gone through sim-

that made you want to do well. Once somebody had a success,

Il,ir thincj3 And thry were able to [Jet through it And look it

everybody was happy and proud. It was healthy. Seeing some-

thrin today they were able to get past that' That's very

body try hard made you try hard, which made the next

important to d ternaqi.1

person try even harder, so everybody was becoming successful

ELISSA: You know. bring m a regular high school, for overy
little wiong thing th,it you do, the school automatically either
puni,he; you or cah the com or calls your parents. What's
40(id about you guy5 iv that you try to figure out the problem

lic,hind the brh.ivior. you'd Tit down and talk about it ,ind figure out thi. plobtrm. 50 you personally try to figure out with

at the same time. So it wasn't like competition against each

other. It was like a marathon race where I pass the baton to
you and you come tri fast and then the next person comes in
faster and then next person comes in faster, but at the end if
we win, then we ail will together That's what it was like.

I .
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KRISTIN: Is there anything else you think ts important. something that you would want people to know about advisories

and that you think people should know before becoming
an advisor?

TAKESHA: If you're going to be an advisor. don't necessarily
come in and think that you're going to run it, that you're
going to be the one teaching. Because little do you know you
might actually learn more from the people you're teaching
than what you actually Intended to teach them. When vve
were in your class, you probably didn't know a lot about
horses, and I know you didn't know a lot about medicine, but
through me having a passion for medicine and Elissa having a

passion for horses, you learned more. You automatically

·fi

ity, you have to be willing to know yourself and be open to
your struggles. Being a good advisor takes tremendous
humility and a willingness to let go of your locus of control
as a teacher, as a purveyor of knowledge. If you present a
fagade of perfection, your students will never bridge that
chasm of distrust and of silence and become engaged
learners who are honest about what they know, what they

don't know, and what they want to know And as educators. isn't that what we want? Students who are excited

about learning and who understand themselves as knowers
and doers who take every interaction, every success, and
every disappointment as an opportunity for mental and
emotional growth m

assume, "1'm going to teach them English, I'm going to teach
them math, I'm going to teach them science." And you came

out knowing about Cape Verde and being Cape Verdian,
about the history 01 Cambodia and what it's like to be Asian,
about being half black-half white Those are just things that
you normally wouldn't know And then you don't know that

when you get in there, you are actually going to have family,
how much everyone 45 going to mean to you, how attached
you are going to get. It's not a nine-to-five day because at
five o'clock if there is someone who really needs you, would
you rather walk away from someone who :s becoming like

your family or would you rather stay till six or seven because
that's just what you have to do? 50, know that It Is not going
to alway% Ix, like you Intend Structure Is good; you can plan
to talk about panda hears from nine to five, but know that
we might not even talk about panda bears because some-

thing plir came up, and that's okay A schedule helps you,
but it's not always going to be what you want and it's not

Kristin Waugh-Hempet graduated from Swarthmore College in
1997 with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Education and Sociology/Anthropology. Her Bachelor's thesis was on parental
Involvement m education. She was an advisor at The Met

from 1998-2002 and her students are now in colleges and
Jobs throughout the East Coast. After her students graduated,
Kristin became an LTI (Learning Through Internship) Coordinator, working with two of the six small Met schools in
Providence to identify student interests. recruit mentors, and
build educationally rich internship experiences. Now in her

seventh year at The Met, Kristin is the Director of the LTI Program and oversees the LTI process for all six Providence Met
schools. She will receive her Master's of Educational Psychol
ogy this November. Her Master's thesis was on learning

how you should make your decisions. If you're willing to run
an advisory, you have to be willing to deal with whatever

through internships

comes with it

Chris Hempel graduated with a BAIn Psychology from the

CHRIS: I'm curious about what it has been like for you at

rollrgo, how whal you learned at the Met affected your
college experience.

TAKESHA: When I got to college, 1 made a point to get to
know my professors and %O they got to know me. I did go to
a small college becauie 1 knew that I liked small schools.
Coming from the Met and bring an independent learner
made it easier I already knew about scheduling my time, 1

knew how to multitask and set priorities; I knew what my
learning style was and what I needed in order to learn best. 1
knew how to learn from those around me. And I figured that
out through learning at the Met, through learning on my own

and le,irning with somebody guiding me. So it was easier for
me to lalk to an adult ,ind tell them what I didn't understand

and what I needed and how I learn. I had already learned
how to le,)1,1, period

A lin.il reflection from Kristin ind Chris

How (,111 you truly hold student. to high ?tatidardj without
knowing the extent to which they dre capable of reaching
el exc reding them? Ai, an .icivivor, you have to know your

Ruck·nb. know what motivates them, know their warning
win, know their limit'. But to reac h that point of familiar

University of Connecticut in 1992. Soon afterwards he became
a youth counselor for adjudicated youth in Litchfield, Con-

necticut. He received a Master of Arts in Teaching from Brown
University in 1995. In 1996, he joined the Met as one of the

original advisors. He brought to the Met not his training as a
social studies teacher along with experience as an Outward

Bound instructor. Since his students graduated in June 2000,
he has continued to work with The Met and the Big Picture

Company, first as the Curriculum Coordinator and Quantitatjve
Reasoning Specialist and then as an Aspiring Principal. In

2002, he became principal of one of the six small Met schools
in Providence.
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Advisory Program „
Research and

Despite these methodological challenges. many narrative

accounts attest to advisory's positive impact. Generally, studies
have shown that students who don't feel an attachment to

school staff are likely to have poorer attendance and to drop
out more than students who feel that they are part of a sup-

Evaluation

by Reino Makkonen

portive school environment In addition, healthy relationships

between teachers and students appear to facilitate academic
achievement. Advisory can contribute to this type of positive
school climate in several ways, including

- Improved relationships between students and teachers
(Espe, 1993. Totten & Nielson, 1994)

- An increased sense of trust and belonging
(Ziegler & Mulhall, 1994)

Thi'> article reviews the research literature to bolster the case

for advisory and demonstrate that putting it at the core of a
school is worth the investment. Lessons from CES schools also

reveal the Importance of a cycle of collaborative Inquiry when
planning And implementing advisory.

At Itt heart, advisory forges connections among students and
the school community, creating conditions that facilitate aca

demic surress and personal growth. Intuitively, the program
makes perfect sense. But that itn't enough. Maintaining an

effective school-wide advisory program requires a substantial

- Better communication among all members of the school
community (Simmons & Kiarich, 1989)

- A strong atmosphere of equality (Putbrese, 1989)

- Reduced student smoking and alcohol use (Putbrese, 1989)
Other studies provide more explicit findings about advisory. In

a nationwide survey, Mac Iver and Epstein (1991) investigated
the opinions and perceptions of more than 2,000 principals.

They found that after controlling for such variables as family

Investment of resources, So what does the research say?

and student background, region, and grade organization,

It'% a tricky question After all, how do you quantify a relation-

grades reported stronger overall guidance programs and

ship? There are no statistics on perionalization, and

generalizing across the diverse spectrum of advisory programs
16 virtually impossible. Plus, as advisory facilitator Jeanne Fauci

principals with effective advisory programs in the middle
lower expected dropout rates in high school (though no data
about actual dropout rates were provided in the study).

at t.o Angeles' Wildwood School points out, with only so

Regarding attendance rates, a study by Simpson and Boriack

many hours in a day, there's the issue of capacity. "Although I

(1994) looked at a Texas middle school program specifically

would like to do a lot more data gathering and evaluation,

it'; always hard to balance that with actually doing advisory."
she notes.

Even 50, many schools regularly evaluate their advisory programs, and numerous studies examine issues commonly
targeted In advisory, such as school culture and students'
participation In Khool activities. This article explores that
research both the large-scale studies and the school-based
evaluations to answer two basic questions. First, what pub-

liihed evidence suggests that advisories succeed, and second,
how can educators evaluate their program?

geared to reduce absenteeism among a group of 70 chronically

delinquent students. The researchers found that by reaching
out to parents and working closely with students in a daily
advisory period, the school was able to generate "immediate
and very gratifying" results. Average daily attendance among
the students skyrocketed from 76 percent in the first 12
weeks to 95 percent for the next 24.

Overall, the published research on advisory that exists is generally optimistic and indicates that the program leads to the
kind of positive outcomes-such as increased attendancethat correlate with improved academic outcomes. Advisory

is thus indeed a worthwhile investment-one supported by
published research and countless testimonials. As Wildwood's

The Research Literature

Few quant,tdtive, systemic studios have been conducted on

Jeanne Fauci emphasizes, "In the realm of human experience
and relationships, advisory is a really important thing."

advisory, and there Is little comprehensive data on Its out-

comes. With different oboctives and components, conducted
at different grades, advisory programs obviously net different
refulti Adv,fory is alfo rarely a school's fole ftratesy foc sUB-

porting tudents .ind foetering personaliz.ition. When a school
ackilit, advisory in conjunction with imaller, longer classes, a

Evaluating Advisory

With comprehensive studies of advisory often proving problematic, localized evaluations become much more important.
Schools reed to find ways to assess their programs effectively

mt,nh,,ind a mori democratic leadership niodel, it becomes

and report tangible results, particularly when working to marshal resources behind advisory. As veteran middle school

tough lo me,iwre the resultr of rach individual effort. Did

teaching consultant and University of Vermont doctoral candi-

itudi,nt ,)< hirvi.ment Improve because of advisory, or because
11{10 weri. encouraged to conduct their own In-depth Investi-

date Jim Burns makes clear, 'Proactive leaders publicize data.

forlis un projet-t-1)died learning and performance assess-

gdtio„% m (I,MP

prior to discussions of the merits of using instructional time

for advisory when speaking to the school board, parents,
community, or representatives of the media." According to

...
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Burns, the documentation and utilization of concrete results is

a necessary component of any successful advisory program.
In today's era of diminishing budgets and reduced funding,
with schools pressured to implement programs with a proven
track record of success, schools need to be prepared to use
data to demonstrate advisory's results. So what are some productive and proactive approaches to evaluating advisory in
order to fine-tune the program and demonstrate effectiveness?

Research suggests that there is no one correct way to measure an advisory's results. The process should be tailored to the
specific program, with formative evaluations carried out durIng the planning and implementation stages and summative
assessments completed after each program cycle. Since progrdrns with different purposes and activities produce different
outcomes, an advisory evaluator should always clearly specify
the objectives under examination by asking essential questions

about the program. For example, If a major goal is to pro-

mote a college-going culture at the school, it 15 important to
not only measure the number of additional students applying
to college, but to alw survey those students about their motivations and the effect of advisory

program. In this nascent environment, formative action
research proved vital. Emery's students were surveyed about

the advisory curriculum in September and January of year
one, and staff advisors regularly worked through a cycle of

"A, you create your (advisory) program, you also create the

inquiry, prioritizing program goals and reflecting on their

asp51.ment instruments and connect them as closely to the

leadership roles.

avowed purpor of the program as possible," advisory coordinator Alan Gordon recommends At Gordon's school,

Souhegan High m Amherst, New Hampshire, students, parents,

and te.irhers have been surveyed about advisory several times
a year since the advisory program started in 1992 This collaborative Inquiry around advisory has in turn facilitated valuable
ri,flection and analysis at the school.

'The focus of our program has always been perfonalization,
so w{· focu%ed the surveying very specifically on that early
on," Gordon explains. "Did the kids feel known well? Did parents feel like advi,ors knew their kids well? Did advisors feel

like they knew their kids well? We surveyed everyone early

and often, on a scale, say from 1 to 4, from 'Not known well'

"We looked at all the data and we developed our advisory
plan for this upcoming year [2004-2005], in regard to the
goals we set," Salinas notes. "Grade-level team members got
together in the summer, and as we looked at the survey data
about the students' interests, they mapped that into the advisory curriculum."

And Salinas hopes to further develop program evaluation and
action research at Emery. "1'm pushing for us to talk to stu-

dents and collect more data this year, for when we do specific
initiatives- focusing on attendance or what have you-we can
find out more about the effects," he says. "Was it advisory?

Was it your advisor? Was it the small learning community
team? What is it that's contributing?"

to 'Known extremely well.' There were some open-ended
areas for comments, and the results directed us in ways that

Researchers agree with this approach, noting that asking

were extremely helpful.

advisors and advisees about their perceptions and suggestions

According to Gordon, advisory has gone from one of Souhegan'$ most controversial programs to a core element of the
ichool' i culture, in large part because of the focused, trans-

parent, and actionable Inquiry carried out at the school.

is important However, they also emphasize that subjective
reactions and impressions alone are not necessarily adequate
outcome measures. Hard, objective data should also be considered whenever possible.

'(Early) surveys Indicated that students felt known well," he

Galassi, Gulledge, and Cox (1997) explain. "For example, if we

notes. "But as we began to implement a few changes over

are interested in knowing whether [advisory] programs are

time, they felt known better. And advisors tended to feel bet-

associated with lower dropout rates, fewer disciplinary events,

ter about the program, as did parents."

and higher grades, then the most adequate measures would

Schools developing an advisory program from scratch can particul.wly benelit from collaborative inquiry. When a state
.,{Imini%trator ·.hlit clown the middle chool in Emoryville,

appear to be objective Indexes of these variables and not
someone's impressions or opinions about whether dropout
rates have fallen and grades and disclphne have Improved."

C ,)11formi. I.nt ye.ir, •.tudent moved to a new Grade 7-12

Methodologically speaking, research suggests that the best

intitution, 1 mrry Scromi,iry k·hool. Mark Salinai. a school

advisory evaluations consider participants' subjective impres-

ici,ich with the B.iy Aw, Co.ilition for Equitable Schools

sions In conjunction with objective indexes. As lone measures,

(B,iy( E!), helprd develop many aspect•, of the secondary

data and opinion may be limited, but when considered

ichool's de.Ign. cri,iting new itructures to foster coll,)bora-

together. they provide a more accurate assessment of a pro-

tion .illiong .idults, prionallze learning for the students. and

gram's effectiveness,

r.uw .Ic hievi,inent F;iture Included 5mall learning communl
tim, Iliterdtclplin.ry teaching teams, .ind an advi,ory

I .
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The Importance of Data

Putbrese, L (1989). "Advisory programs at the middle [evek

Data matters Producing documented results for students has

The students' response." NASSP Bu//etin Vol. 73, pp 111-115.

perhaps never been more important in education than it is
today. And although advisory may indeed be atl about personal

Simmons. L, & Klarich, 1 (1989). "The advisory curriculum

relationships, collaborative inquiry and evaluation are not

impossible tasks When a local politician or policymaker asks

9
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Why and how.- NELMS Jouma/. Vol. 2, No. 2, pp. 12-13
Simpson, G., & Bonack, C. (1994). "Chronic absenteeism· A

"Why advisory?" or "What does it accomplish?" the evidence

simple success story " The Journal of the Texas Midd/e School

can save the program. As Mark Salinas observes, "There's a

Association, Vol. 2, No. 2, pp. 10-14

feeling, seeing the initial data that we have, that what we are
doing is making a difference In young folks' lives " m

Totten. S., & Nielson, W. (1994). "Middle level students'

perceptions of their advisor/advisee program: A preliminary
study." Current Issues in Middle Level Education. \10\. 3,

Re,no Makkonen ts an educational researcher and journalist

No 2. pp 8-33.

based in San Francisco. He previously served as assistant edi-

Ziegler, S., & Mulhall, L (1994) "Establishing and evaluating

tor of the Harvard Education Letter and worked for several

a successful advisory program in a middle school."

yr,ars as a sub&,Itute teacher and textbook editor.

Middle

Schoo/ Journal Vol. 25, No. 4, pp. 42-46.
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Personalization Surmounts Academic and Health Barriers

Essential schools, long accustomed to sharing strong practices

around knowing students well, have found themselves sharing
the concept, habits, and specific practices of personalization

Galaist, J., Gulledge, S., & Cox, N. (1998). Advisory· Definitions,
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schools movement.
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Recent findings announced by the Wingspread Group, a forum

Manning, M., & Saddlemire, R. (1998). "High school advisory

of over twenty education and health leaders, are likely to

programs: The Roosevelt Road experience." Clearing House.

increase the call for insight into increasing personal connection

Vol. 71, No. 4, pp. 239-241.

among students to school. Published in the September 2004

National Middle School Association Research Summary #9:

Advisory Programs (1996). Accessible online at
www. nrnsa org/research/ressum9.htm.

jouma/ of Schoo/ Hea/th, the Wingspread findings contribute

substantially to the array of research that demonstrates that
students who feel connected to school are less inclined to par-

ticipate in risky behaviors and more apt to do well academically

Osofsky, D., Sinner, G., & Wolk, D. (2003) Changing systems

Among the Wingspread Group's specific recommendations is

to personalize learning. The power of advisories. Providence,

the call to "ensure that every student feels close to at least one

RI: Brown University. Education Alliance, Northeast and Islands

supportive adult at school."

Regional Educational Laboratory. Accessible online at

www.alliance.brown edu/pubs/changing_ systems/power_of_ad
visories/thepower pdf.
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describes, "School connection is the belief by students that adults
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care

about their learning as well as about them as

individuals." Research shows that up to sixty percent of all stuReferences
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cial knowledge for schools nationwide. Validating the CES

Espe, L (1993). "The effectiveness of teacher advisors in a

commitment to personalization in Its many forms, these findings
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pp. 15-19.
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inicldle gradi..· le.ic her train%, advisory groups, remedial
Inetruction, .ind whoot trandition programs."
of Education,

Vol. 99, No. 4, pp. 587-622

American Journal

Creating Advisories:

grade groupings, but we always feel like we're not meeting
the myriad needs of the seniors, and lots of our activities
fall flat"

A Few Notes from

Strategies: Your goals should drive your groupings as well
as your schedule. When developmental needs are driving the

the Field

by Carol M. Lieber
& Rachel A. Poliner

program (helping ninth graders learn to use their assignment
books or shepherding seniors into colleges and careers) single
grade level groups are a better fit Mixed grade groups can
help ninth graders shift quickly into high school culture and
offer older students leadership opportunities. in some schools,

single gender groups may provide a more suppor·tive environment. No grouping arrangement can meet every possible

goal: choose your goals carefully and the groupings that fit
them. Be sure to consider the composition, size, and continu-

ity of your groups carefully
Refearch solidly confirms that advisories provide the kjnd of

Pitfall 3: The faculty is reluctant and resistant, and per-

personalized support that increases student achievement, and

haps votes against implementing advisory altogether.

the current surge of secondary school start-up and restructur-

ing Initiatives 15 promoting a new wave of advisory programs
in thouwnds of schools nationwide Although many exem-

"Our design team is really excited, so our school ts ready to
implement advisory groups.-

plary advitory programs exist, we know of many other schools

After a no-vote from the faculty, "Why did they vote it down

struggling to establish meaningful advisones.

after we worked so hard?"

As vm've worked with high schools nationwide, we've

Strategies: People need a lot to convince them to chang-

observed a pattern of problems in effons to develop success-

inspiration, convincing arguments, incentives, research,

ful advisories. We'd like to offer some cautionary notes by

promises of support, and pressure. In some cases pressure

presenting wx pitfalls accompanied by illuminating quotations

comes from leaders or peers, in other cases from parents ask-

and, most importantly, strategies for climbing out of the pit

iAg for a more supportive environment or from survey data

and developing and suitaining wccessful advisories

indicating student anonymity and detachment.

Pitfall 1 Advisory planning begins with scheduling,

In many schools. we observe that a few people have done

instead of goals,

research, visited other schools, and spent time together read-

"We found a way to fit advisory in the schedule; we're ready
to cio "

"One thirty-minute advisory per week will work, right?"
Strategies: There are lots of poisible reasons to create an
,idv,%ory program. Maybe climate data shows that students

feel.inonymou%, or you're noticing cliques and factions that
inake the dtmosphere tense Maybe your students need more
iupport regarding career or college plans. Or, perhaps the

ing, discussing, and designing. They have learned about the

links between healthy development and learning. They feel
creative and inspired. Whenl asked, "How much of this experience has transferred to the

whole faculty?' they usually
answer, "Sure. we involved

the faculty. We gave a halfhour presentation at the

April faculty meeting." And

ninth graders need a more deliberate transition to high school.

while clearly not enough,

It is crucial to Identify your goals, and then make sure the

that half-hour is generally

goils and schedule are a good fit

more attention than either

students or parents received.

Daily fifteen-minute advisory %essions have worked in schools
where the main purpose is academic advising, the group has
5even to nine students, and the advisor's responsibility is
meeting privately with each advisee several times per week.
However, if an advisory program is expected to improve peer

culture, support the development of life skills, or focus on
career and college preparation, longer blocks of time are
r,Helitial Thili, 00rt out your 90115, then the session length,

frrqurncy, .ind whether or not they will be hold simultane·
mifly (allowing for town mretings)

All of these constituencies

or contcrit

Wt, h,Ivr 'il) 1001170. 9) we 5.)11 have 50 groupi, each with
2() ,Rivist,ej "

"We w.inted to improve peer culture, so we created mixed

PRESENTATIONS

Author Carol Miller Lieber

is facilitating a day-long
preconference session,
"Personalization Is Not
Just About Structural
Reform· Classroom Prac-

need to be more involved

tices that Personalize

and informed in order to

Learning," on Thursday,

address concerns and dispel
misperceptions. Rumors are

November 11 at the Fall
Forum in San Francisco.

As well, Lieber and co-

usually worse than reality.

author Rachel Poliner are

?ter,W -dtvr, rafd nrie,'N*,

12fdhitb•-9 2, Evi'i Ut•Oft,

exposures to become open to

conference session,

something. Specific issues
may need to be discussed

Pill.1112: Grouping air,mgements do not match the goals

ESR FALL FORUM

"Personalizing Learning
through Advisones " Fall
Forum information is

with the whole faculty. It's

available at·

critical. for example, to clarify

www.essentialschools.org

that advisory is not like a

Register now!

prep for an academic class.
Dmign teams may have to

persuade teachers of advi-

.<r

a e
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sory's importance, supply a safety

"We've had advisory groups for a year now Some groups

net of activities, reshape the design,
or district leaders may need to nego-

are terrific; a real home base for kids In other groups, the

tiate an agreement with the union

or nap time -

about trade-offs and incentives.

advisor checks email and the students treat It like study hall

Strategies: Too many leaders underestimate what tt takes to

Despite inspiring speakers and con-

develop and support effective advisors. Developing comfort,

vincing research, many people say no

confidence, competency, and consistency requires professional

when they're asked to do something
new. Eating asparagus Exercising
regularly. Leading an advisory There-

development and much more. Create expectations, which pro-

fore, do all the things you can think
of share readings, Interview stu-

tions. Designate a teacher or counselor whose job description

dents, demonstrate sample

coaching. Department heads or team leaders who place advi-

activities then do three more-and

sory on meeting agendas or who do observations of advisory

even then, don't be devastated with

give It weight. Of course, the principal sets the overall tone

a no vote from teachers. Try to handle the conversation so

remmring questions lead to more discussion. A no vote with
resistance and civility n better than a no vote with rancor and

gloating. Use consensus decision-making rather than a quick
majority vote. encouraging public accountability for stances
Try private Interviews with faculty, inspiring remarks, or a pilot
advisory program An after school version or a couple of com-

munity building afternoons might offer other ways to try on
the advisor rolf

Pitfall 4: The teachers hired for our new small high school
agree that advisory 15 a good idea but lack crucial skills
and understandings.

I h«d no idea that our intructionally focused faculty would

have such a hard time getting comfortable with the more
relational role of dvisor.

"We were W focused on instruction and other start-up tasks
th.it advisory just never got on our agenda in a serious way "

Strategies: Leaders of start-up schools can be swamped with

urdrring furniture. creating a whole curriculum, hiring staff,
learning to use their budget software, even getting the
phones to work. It's easy to shortchange thoughtful advisory
planning, 0% pecially in small schools expecting to hold advisory multiple times per week. When these leaders plan
induction and orientation for new faculty, they need to design

a specific profeisional learning strand on adolescent development Ind acddemic, social. and behavioral student support

mote advisor accountability. Prov,de workshops, study groups,
mentors, Incentives, and pressures to live up to the expectawill include time and responsibility for coordinating and

for taking advisory seriously
Pitfall 6: Advisory doesn't feel authentic or worth the

effort to faculty, students, parents, or administrators.
From a student: "This ts really lame "
From an advisor- 7

just don't see how this is benefiting our

students. It's a waste of time "

Strategies: Students and teachers easily recognize when

something feels artificial or empty Academic advising should
be a key focus of advisory, especially in high schools. Monitoring and tracking students' academic progress, conferencing

with students about their goats and grades, supporting students' completion of grade level benchmarks, graduation

requirements, and personal learning and post-secondary plans
provide immediate legitimacy for advisory and link advisory

directly to a school's core academic mission and educational
program. When advisors coach students to monitor and assess
themselves, they are truly teaching learning to learn skills.
Though we see these six pitfalls repeatedly as we wo rk with

schools to establish and strengthen advisories, we witness lots
of successes too! Advisories that remain strong over time put
relationships first These advisory groups develop culturebuilding rituals, encourage student voice, and respond to the
needs and interests of advisees. We'd like to hear your stories.
Send us your advisory challenges and accomplishments to
educators@esmational.org. Il

The structure of advisory, the practices of personalization,
and the power of supportive relationships among and
between students,ind faculty are the necessary complement
to academic pwu and .1 focus on relevant student learning„

aligned to high tandards. In the oarly years, new schools
need someone (a teacher, consultant, or a team) for whom

advisory 1% a prime responsibility, someone who will be on top

of activities, matenals, events, shaping rituals, ensuring that
:,dvl,ory 1% not dn afterthought.

Pitfall 5. Advisor expectations are vague and there is no
clear plan for profe•,sional development, coordination,
fupervision, and disessnient.

Wr'le yoll,q lo start holding adv:%ory group!, in September.
No, wr don't hdve any professional development scheduled.

We lip,t need ,) lew *ict,vily ideas Maybe we'll insert an
holli or two of tr,i,ning along the way Iii faculty meetings "

Carol Miller beber (Chicago) and Rachel A- Poliner (Boston)

work with large school redesign and restructuring initiatives
and new small schools throughout the United States. They are
co-authors of Educators for Social Responsibility's The
Guide,

available at www.esrnational.org

Advisory

Connections that
Matter and Endure

by 1Vlara Benitez
Stzident. from rhe A,

Varner during a fiekj rr:p

Recently, my former student Jaelis Toro called to see if I had

Through the years, students continue to reach out to the caring

Elmer Myers new telephone number Elmer had been her

adults with whom they spent five to ten hours a week

,advisor a few years ago at Arturo Schomburg Satellite Acad-

throughout high school. Spotting Norman, a former student,

emy, a small alternative school tri the South Bronx, when 1

in the 3rd Avenue shopping district in the Bronx, l asked him

wa, the director of the school. Jaells now a junior at Bethune

if he'dj gone back and seen Beverly, his advisor -No." he

Cool(man, a small, Southern, historically Black college called

confessed, "But I call her and she stays in my heart." And the

because she missed her advisor "1 just want to let him know

feeling Is mutual. Last year, at an outdoor concert in Sonoma

what I'm up to and I want to congratulate him and find out if

County, California, I ran into a former colleague from New

he likes his new Job." *he wid I wasn't surprised that Jaelis

York City It was the most serendipitous event: out of nowhere,

was still 50 connected to Elmer, who was now running a

there was Kelson Maynard with a huge smile. "Girl, California

teacher training program elsewhere Elmer was the kind of

can't be as big as they say," he said in his West Indian twang.

advisor who celebrated every binhday with a special ritual. At

We immediately embraced and after some quick catching up

the end of every year he held a barbeque at his home for all

on work and family, he began speaking of his former advisees

the graduates in his advisory. He really understood the mean-

and sharing "the stories of their lives." I listened attentively to

ing of advieory. He took It on and he grew from it. He became

his animated, sad and hope-filled tales of his advisees: who

d better teacher through the experience and most importantly,

was in college, who got pregnant, who came back to the

hc, made students foel special and celebrated, so much so that

school to speak to his new advisory, and who hadn't returned.

laelis wanted to check in not just to tell Elmer what was

going on in her hfe, but to give back to him by celebrating
Ihim for his new Job,

Kelson, Elmer, and Beverly will never be the same again
because Jaelis, Norman, and all of the other advisees came

into their lives and touched their hearts so deeply that they

Jarlis's call wasn't uncommon. During my years at the school

have been changed forever "Teaching is different from being

,ind even after I moved on, former students called or emailed

an advisor" shared Laura Thompson, my colleague and long-

trying to track down their advisors. And on one occasion

time friend. "You think you know what to do as a teacher in

when I was interested In locating a former colleague, I emailed

most situations, but as an advisor you are truly learning your-

a student who I was sure knew how to find him

self all over again, and the children are your witness as you

he had

bren his admor and they were still close. In fact, students

are theirs. And if you do it right, both of you are transformed

rcqul.irly came horne from college and rushed to see their

for the better."

,*(Ivi,ors, excited about sharing every detail about their new
school. Former students also returned to the school to mentor

a new advisee, coming to orientation to talk about the dos
and don'ts of advivory to all the incoming students

The role of the advisor and the mission of advisory is practical
and honorable at the same time, made up of mundane and
magical moments that are carefully crafted to guide young
people through one of the hardest transitions of their lives.

The lionding experience that took place in advisory created

Advisors teach life skills while they nurture young people

ties hetween students and adults that were not easily severed.

through the growing pains of becoming young adults. The

For some students, It wais the first time they trusted an adult

advisory becomes the family, and sometimes the advisor

outside of their family long enough to build a relationship

becomes the surrogate parent. At its best, advisory is the

The roh' of advivor offered teachers ,ind their students a now

place where young people learn to feel i interconnected, inter-

w,iy to Interact *Ind relate to one *Itiother, providing them

dependent, and accountable to and for each other. At these

with the Ilherty to get to know edch othet without the con

times, advisory almost runs itself. The leader learns to be a

traint. of the *ic,iclernic (airm uklm In advisory, the students

member of the group while she fosters the leadership of each

wei(, the content 10 1}r %1uilled rind explored. Students sat In

of the students.

,1 (ircle and [alked .Iliout life «Ind *chool They shared them-

0(.lvt.3 and reve,lied their flaw. analyzing what it meant to

Iii, this or th,it kind of sti,(lent. It wae there that they first
ril.IWIshed their commitment to themselves as learners and

lo the Mhool .1, a pl.cr where they chose to Irdrn

When done right, advisory is the heartbeat of the school, the

energy center of resilience, equity, and love, nurturing and
sustaining a healthy chool culture that validates and affirms
each and every member, young and old. Advisory is the place

IN 1.7

where you can be yourself even as you explore your new and
emerging selves Finding your voice means learning from the
other advisees how to speak up for yourself when a teacher
isn't exactly being fair It means practicing how to tell your
mom that you couldn't miss school anymore to take care of
your little sister Advisory is the place where you share your
fears and explore your passions in the company of people
who know and care about you. They cheer you on and challenge you to do better and not give up. Magical things do
happen when a young person feels that they are heard,
respected, and belong.

CES NETWORK SOURCES FOR ADVISORY DEVELOPMENT

The CES network. long Infused by Essential schools' eady adoption of and commitment to advisones, is rich with resources to

help plan and refine advisones. Connect with regional CES
centers to find professional development opportunities in
your area. As well, some Essential schools have collected their

learnings about advisories and offer workshops and resource

1 wasr't always a good advisor. but one thing I figured out
very quickly was how important it was to let absent students

mater[als Some examples from CES Mentor Schools

know that they were missed. Our advisory's ritual: 1 would
create a chair circle for the number of advisees that should be

The Wildwood Outreach Center

in attendance and then rd slowly eliminate the chairs of those

Outreach Center provides workshops for educators and small

viho were not present, only after asking about their whereabouts. It meant so much to the students to be known by

school advocates, including a one-day workshop on advisory

their name and to be missed that It made them want to come

a structured advisory program can have in their school or get

Based at the Wildwood School In Los Angeles. the Wildwood

programs in which participants learn about the benefits that

to school. 1 never had perfect attendance, but students were

new ideas on how to Improve an existing advisory program.

fully present, engaged and working hard to change old habits.

The workshop includes information on advisory purpose and

At Schomburg, we carved out a jpace for advisory that

design, curriculum, protocols, implementation training and

allowed for all of us, teachers and students, to give, receive,

reference materials Wildwood also offers The Advisory Toolkit,

and create. Advisory was the glue that held us all together. It
gave us a platform to speak our truths on our own terms and
a resting place to cry and seek out new answers to what ailed

a step-by-step guide for educators who want to create or

us as individuals and as a community.

at four schools accompanied by a detailed workbook. Topics

When I Was an advisor, my advisees asked, "How come so

miny students keep coming back to the school after they
graduated? Don't they have a life?" The answer came from
onv of my first advisees. She told us the story about how at
some point we each plant a tiny golden strand into each
other's hearts that no one can see, and that is what keeps us
together. Even,ifter we are no longer in that classroom, all
to(Jether striving to figure things out in happiness and in

enhance an advisory program at their school. The Advisory
Toolkit includes a 45-minute DVD on the advisory programs
include advisory purpose, design, implementation, faculty

training and advisory curriculum. The Toolkit will be available
in mid-October and costs $7995.

For more information: www.wildwood.org/outreach/
workshops.asp

The Regional Teachers Center at Francis W Parker
Charter Essential School

s,dness, we are still connected. And when we don't see each

The Regional Teachers Center, in Devens, Massachusetts, offers

other, we feel .1 reminding tug This young wise person had

a range of professional development opportunities including a

figured out that we had become entangled in each other lives

two-day institute devoted to advisones. "The Promise of Advi-

and dreamf. and that there was little we could do but accept

sories: Making Personal Connections Between Adults and

and enjoy It m

Students" focuses on advisory program design, giving participants an opportunity to create a vision for an advisory program

and develop a plan for successful implementation. Participants

Mara Benitez co-directs CES National's Small Schools Project.
Prior to joining CES, she served as the Executive Director of
Alternative Education for the Oakland Unified School District.

Ms. Benitez taught humanities at several CES schools in New
York City and she directed a small CES alternative high school
iii the South Bronx.

will leave the institute with an understanding of the importance

of developing consensus around a clearly defined purpose;
materials and structures to help think about questions of
program organization; examples of advisory content, including
several commonly used protocols and routines; tools designed
to assess program effectiveness, and samples of professional

development plans to ensure the successful implementation
and ongoing support for an advisory program.
For more information. www. parker.org/rtc

As well, CES National's Small Schools Project is collecting examples of exemplary practice, including material on advisories, to
be featured in CES Changelab, launching in late 2004. Keep an
eye on www.ceschangelab.org for more!

Horace, the quarterly Journal of the Coalition of Essential Schools (CES), is published by CES
National. Horace combines educational research with -hands-or" resources and examples of
innovative practices from CES schools around the country.
Visit the CES National website at www.essentialschools.org to

read Horace issues from 1988

through the present The staff of CES National invites your comments and contributions to
Horace via the CES Interactive area of our website or at the contact information below.

Coalition of Essential Schools

The Coalmon of Essenttal Schooli, founded in 1984 by Theodore Stzer, is dedicated to creating
and sustaining equitable, intellectually vibrant, personalized schools and to making such schools
the norm of American public education. The CES National office is in Oakland, California, with
nineteen CES regional centers across the country.

CES schools share a common set of beliefs about the purpose and practice of schooling, known

a', the CES Common Principles. Based on decades of research and practice, the principles call for
dll schools to offer·

-• Persondilied instruction to address individual needs and interests
-I Small schools and clawooms, where teachers and students know each other well
ar/1

work In an atmosphere of trust and high expectations

4 Multiple assessments based on performance of authentic tasks
- Equitable outcomes for students
-• Democratic governance practices
-Cios, partnerships with the school's community
We aim to create a system that refuses to rank and sort students, and that, instead, treats

each child as a precious being with great gifts to be nurtured and supported
Our work supports the creation and sustenance of large numbers of individual schools that

fully enact (LES principlef- schools that emphasize equity, personalization, and Intellectual

I.

..

vibrancy. theie schools Can serve as models to other schools and demonstrate to the public
thdt 11 1% poisible to re-imagine education.
In addition to individual schools, we also need to create the conditions under which whole

systems of schools will become equitable, personalized, and intellectually vibrant. To affect ' '
these whole systems, CES National supports regional centers as they develop the capacity ..
to aid schools and to influence school districts and states. We seek to influence wider public

opinion and policy-makers to develop policy conditions conducive to the creation and susten.inco of chools that enact CES principles.

Ple,ise visit our web site at www.essentialschools org for more information on CES National,
our affiliated regional centers, and affiliated schools. Interested schools, organizations, and
individuals are invited to the website for more information about affiliating with CES National.

CESNational
1814 Fr,inklin Street, Suite 700
Oakland, C,Nifoinw 94612
tetrphon:' 510 433 1451
Lix 510.433 1455

V.ine,6.1 Coleman and Kathy Simon
Co-Executive Directors

Jill [)avidbon
Horace editor

idavidson@essent,alschools org

..
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The Red

The Red Pencil: Convictions

Slzer argues steadily and persuasively throughout

from Experience in Education

Pencil for choice as a method to balance authority within and

by Theodore Sizer (Yale University

restore order to the enterprise of schooling all children with

Press, 160 pages, $23.00)

public funds, and he establishes Its connection to the Idea of

Reviewed by Jill Davidson

school choice before it was appropriated by far-right concerns. Sizer recounts the events that led to his co-authoring

f The Red Pencirs start, Ted
Sizer founder and chair-

on R

the Poor Children's Bill of Rights. published in Psychology
Today in 1968. The Poor Children's Bill of Rights proposed

man emeritus of the Coalition of

that economically disadvantaged children receive supplemen-

Essential Schools -takes us into

tai funds in addition to their district allocations. Those

his tenth-grade Latin class, a

children could take the sum of their monies elsewhere, to

starkly terrifying scene imbued

other schools or to other distncts.-This notion of the money

with anything but "unanxious

following the child" reads now like an endorsement of vouch-

expectation." Mr. Barrell's class-

ers. but Sizer argues that it's the best and most respectful

room vias a place of right or

way to treat families trying to find the good schools for their

wrong no discussion. no second attempts, just constant,

children. Indeed, public schools of choice in various forms-

impersonal judgment etched into a gradebook with a red

districts with choice, charter schools, alternative schools-have

pencil Sadly, as Sizer notes, his long-ago experience seems

become a main focus of CES National's work.

familiar. a still di,cernable image of what school often is.

Sizer revisits the silences In the fourth chapter, "Horace Com-

As this self-described "argument wrapped in a memoir"

promised," which reintroduces Horace Smith (of

unfolds, Sizer di· scribes three silences familiar, yet mainly dis

trilogy fame) and tells the story of the founding and develop-

regarded that prop up education's status quo, and suggests

ment of the Coalition of Essential Schools. Having detailed the

Horace

a range of approaches to shatter those stlences. Sizer uses

silences of building, authority and order, Slzer asks why the

pervonal experlena· as evidence, linking to his arguments

American public is so unwilling to challenge the status quo

details of his fifty years of intellectual explorations, participa-

when it's so evident that we must. He traces five possible

tion in policymaking, leading a national movement for school

reasons for this state of affairs: the wealthy opting out of

ihange, and daily work in schools. This tour through Sizer' 5

public education, expense, complexity, fear, and the failure

intellectual life is gratifying and fascinating for the thousands

of imagination and leadership in higher education (this Sjzer

of us who have been shaped by his views

notes with some self-recrimi nation).

The first silence· education is the effect of all of the comph

The epilogue collects the book's proposals and analyzes their

cated, Intermingled factors In student's lives. "High schools

feasibility, taking note of the current movement of schools-

alone cannot do the job assigned to them," writes Sizer. That

many recently born, many associated with the Coalition of

<,duration 1% the product of the multiple and overlapping

Essential Schools-that reflect the values of "real world work,"

worlds surrounding children is commomensical yet woefully

choice, progress by student performance, personalization, and

unattended in our nation's schools. This silence is labeled

community Inclusion. Slzer notes that these few schools tend

"Building," referring to the severe limits of the notion that

to attract antipathy on the part of "traditional school authori-

chool building are where education happens

ties," and are therefore on slippery political ground. But

The second silence concerns authority, particularly the heavy-

handed role of thi state,ind the resulting implications for

they -many of them Essential schools-represent tremendous

hope and an evolving redefinition of "school."

democracy. A fetish for "the regularities of schooling"-·the

The Red Pencil's depiction of how much needs to change is

persistence of the f.ictory model of education is the basis for

sobering. Yet, as Sizer affirms, "It is a road worth taking." The

the third silence. Slzer knows that these ideas aron't revela

Essential schools that Sizer has inspired over the past two

tions, but they persist and pervade because "we largely fail to

decades demonstrate the value of breaking the silences and

muster the honesty and intensity that reform requires." The

allowing new modes of public education to prosper.

silenree are the monolithic compromises of our society,
Sizer suggests approaches toward solutions that would shatter thme silences. For example, the start of the "Authority"
chapter sets forth a bare-bones framework for democratically
managing the responsibility of public education The state

rai•,r, the money, enurrv that schools exist, and holds them
,iccount,Il,tr to their clalmed go,iN The chools in varied
foims (irIrthem 5(,Iveg ,icioiding to their community'%
need, ,ind <Ire.inr, lamilic, then choose which school best

wrvc. th(.Ir child' ni,(91% Authority is shared
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Keeping School: Letters to

Families from Principals of
Two Small Schools 59 Deborah
Meier, Theodore R. Sizer and

Nancy Faust Sizer (Beacon Press,
192 pages, $23.00)

Reviewed by Jill Davidson

Keepin
Schoo
9 111'ir»· ,O

, + 1 Awdy, -0'M

t's nearly impossible to overes- 4
t,mate how many fully loaded .

plates most principals (and
teachers) spin on any given

school day. Interruption·driven,
overscheduled: thus ts their norm.

4'i

How the No Chitd

Left Behind Act Is

Many Children Left Behind:
How the No Child Left

Damaging Our

Behind Act Is Damaging

Children and Our

Our Children and Our
Schools

MANY CHILDREN

edited by Deborah Meier and

LEFT BEHIND

George Wood (Beacon Press,
132 pages, 513.00)

Deborah Meier
Allie Kohn
Ne/...1.

I)eborah Meien

Reviewed by Jjll Davidson

Linda Darling-Hammond
Theodore R. Sizer

George Wood

Theodore R. Sizer,

know
a principal of a small
urban high school who has
to defend his school's mission

N:inn· Faust Sizer

of meaningful learning as

Though it may seem counterintu-

assessed by authentic, high-

itive and nearly impossible to find time on a regular basis to

standard measures against constant demands for

puta page's worth of sentences together, many school leaders have discovered that predictable, proactive communication

labels have shaped the expectations of some parents, board

home to families can set the tone for the school community,

members, district officials and funders, how the tendency to

"accountability." It galls me to see how No Child Left Behind's

steering attention away from dead·ends, squabbles, and

look for easy answers has led to the notion that test scores

rumors, and toward celebrations, important decisions, and

tell all.

other matters of real significance. Reliably setting expectations,
managing the flashpoints of potential misunderstandings,

tooling your school's horn these are the basics of ally-building
and cultivating partnership,1

Keeping School collects %elected weekly letters from Deborah

Meier, principal of Boston's Mission Hill School and Ted and
Nancy

Sizer,

one-year co-principals at Francis W Parker Charter

I never feel like I can do enough to protect and support this
school, to give it the time and space teachers and students
need to do the real work of learning and teaching At least
I was able to give my friend Many Children Left Behind.

Produced by members of the Forum for Education and
Democracy, its five arguments- --seven, counting George
Wood's Introduction and Ted Sizer's preamble-press the

Essential School in Devens, Massachusetts, sorting them into

case against NCLB emphatically and in great detail, even as

four themes (learning, community, authority, and standards)
and providing commentaries. The Sizers and Meier are the
real thing, principals of a secondary school and an elementary
khool, newly founded 5.hools at that, with all of the attendant
joy rind craziness. They are also, to say it plainly, big shots,

they acknowledge, when possible, the light NCLB has shed

and the letters' accessible, informal language nicely complements their more formal writing to which we are more

accustomed (thls Is particularly true of Ted Sizer's letters
from P,irker)

What doci Ted Sizer fay to Parker community when it confronted drug use? How doe, Deborah Meier present to
parents the choice whether to permit their children to take
state standardized tests? What words and images does Nancy
51/er choose to describe education as a collaboration between

tuachers and families? The letters make the process of keeping

school transpdrent, and thus serve both as wonderful models
for other school leaders and offer vivid "insider access" to
Mission Hill and Parker.

on the imperative that schools should serve all children well.

Linda Darling-Hammond documents NCLB's "unmeetable
requirements" that guarantee that most public schools
inevitably will be labeled as failures. Concluding with suggestions to remake NCLB, Darling-Hammond's contribution

documents other NCLB shortfalls, among them its lack of
accountability for financial jnequity among schools, its punishment of schools with a wide demographic variety, and its

push-out of struggling students. Later on, Stan Karp builds on
the notion of the impossibility of Adequate Yearly Progress;
Karp also details the dire financial impact of NCLB.
George Wood reports on NCLB-caused trends, such as the
Houston's "miracle," the sham that underlies much of NCLB.
From Ohio, Wood describes how those schools that met NCLB

standards were wealthy, white and stable, with well-paid
teachers and few special-ed students. Describing how NCLB
seems to be "narrowing the school experience," Wood's

As much as anything else I've read, these letters provide tan-

demonstration of the potential for joylessness that schools

gible and specific details of what it is like not only to keep

face is truly depressing.

school but to keep an Essential school. In particular the letters
In 1111, wction oil st,111(j.I,(11 rilin to reset fainlliei' expectations

,iboilt ,105,4,mi,nt, irrating am alternate vision of what school
I,In he. "le,irning 1% clifferelit in our schools." writes Nancy
51/rr, *incl liu,w letter. drmonstr,ite that one of the elements

of th.it differivxr 1% the collaboration among educators,

1.imilies..Ii,d Vudent• that Keeping khoo/'s letters de3cribe

Spolughting he 1-undamen'tai mistrust of schoo'Is and their
local communities that underlies NCLB, Deborah Meier suggests steps for rebuilding confidence and respect. And Alfie
Kohn concludes with a fiery essay on the possibility that a

push for school privatization motivates NCLB.
Many Children Left Behind offers arguments packed with data

that reveal the legislation's larger dire consequences. Through
its pages, school people dedicated to high-standard, meaningful. personalized teaching and learning, people such as my
principal friend, can connect to a wider world that is creating
NCLB resistance.

f

The Big Picture: Education

Taking on school culture. the third chapter includes Littky's

is Everyone's Business by

take on the culture-shaping role that Met advisories play, and

Dennis Littky *ith Samantha

it describes the conditions that make it possible for adults at

Grabelle (Association for Super-

the Met to focus on "one student at a time. Chapter four

vision and Curriculum

breaks down the work and rewards of running a school that

Development, 230 pages.

way, and chapters five and six dive into how it's done, focus-

$26.95)

Ing respectively on learning through passions and learning

Reviewed by Jill Davidson

through 'real work in the real world" (that is, the Met's
"Learning Through Internships" program). Chapter seven

Ihas, my four-year old son,

mBIG PICTURE , E n crazy about baseball As
1 any parent-anyone who
spends time with a child she or

completes the cirlce, bringing the students, mentors, teachers,
and families together Littky uses the next two chapters to

argue against inelegant and unsatisfying traditional grading
and standardized tests and make the case for exhibitions and

he knows well ·can and most certainly will tell you, watching

narrative evaluation, with lots of detail about how the Met

that kid'i mind unleash Itself it joyfully dizzying. Elias has

does it.

organized ha speech development, his imaginative play, his
literacy acquisition, and his blossoming math skills around
b,iseball, He ha5 learned to read so he can identify players; he
adds 50 h can write page after page of box scores; he tells
IntriC.Ate, Inventive StorieS about the fates of teams and playert It's rerl work with real meaning for a real purpose. As I
read The Big

Picture 1

thought about Elias, about how he

The Big

Picture

concludes with the call to "Make It Happen,"

providing a practical to-do list for all of us-non-school people
in particular-to make real change happen. Littky's voice ts
like a message from another land, where, with hard work
and vision, the grass really is greener. Littky lists ways for us
to push aside the status quo and make room for the schools
our kids need now.

knows what he lovei, about how that's been such an extraor

dinary motivating lever in his life already, and about how my

One of the Met's graduation requirements is a lengthy

responsibility is to enter with him into new (non-baseball!)

autoblography, and I imagine that many Met grads are quite

experiences so his world keeps expanding even as he thrives,
at home In his world of baseball. Thus has been his education,

and I will make sure it remains so as the years unfold

pleased that Littky has finally created his own, infused with
student work, past writing (often pulled from the Met's
weekly "TGIF" memo), dozens of stories, provoking quotations, lists. memories and questions for further conversation.

Demonstrating the esteem and respect for young people that
they deserve and that the people who love them best so desperately want, Dennii Littky describes how he, and Elliot
Washor with the help of many, founded Providence, Rhode
Island's Metropolitan Regional Career and Technical Center
(known widely as "The Met") on what he believed most

deeply after a lifetime creating and remaking schools, The Met
re,pects high school students for their passions, encourages
(,ind gently forces) their explorations, organizes their learning
around wh,irs meaningful, requires hard work and interde-

pendence.,ind asks everyone community members, families,
students, teachers to be accountable for education

Littky opens The Big Picture with students' writing, emphasizing hus belief that "the students must and always come first,"

and follows up in the first chapter with a hard charge
through his beliefs about learning, teaching, and the "best
posilble environment" that supports the collaboration of students and teachers. The socond chapter details that

environment, contending that school and society must
underitand vtu(fonts' whole lives and respect complexity,
insisting that the only way to do that is to remake schools so
they are driven by pace, interests, challenges, and gifts of the

1

young people thdt they serve

This collage. with the book's emphatic, often bold-printed
prose, captures Littky's energetic personal presence aptly.
The Big Picture is a portfolio, really, of a vibrant life well-lived
in an exciting. accelerating movement to infuse the image
and practice of schooling with meaning, real accountability,
and personal power.
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1,1 Teaching as Inquiry: Asking
- Hard Questions to Improve

manship with Students by

Practice and Student

Ron Berger <Heinemann. 160

Achievement by Alexandra

pages,

517

Reviewed by Laura Fiaxman
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(Teachers College Press, 192

I first saw Ron Berger present a
ME.%"

portfolio of his students' work
these beautiful and impressive
artifacts, I was struck by this

Blythe, Katherine Simon, Steve
Se,del and Catherine Rubin

More than ten years ago, when

and explain the process behind

Weinbaum. David Allen. Tina

///0/WLYKE-

1. 'ula

pages, $21.95)
Reviewed by Jill Dav,dson

'SEES 1

n the field of education, we
believe we can. in time and

master teacher'5 combination I with effort, better understand
of skill. passion, energy and

the interaction among people

humility. An Ethic of Excellence. Building a Culture of Craft-

that is teaching and learning," writes Teaching as Inquiry's

manship with Students allows others who haven't had the

chorus of co-authors, who offer a solid foundation in the the-

good fortune to work with Ron to be similarly Inspired. That

ory and practice of looking at evidence, particularly student

his book can stand on its own, without being able to see in
prison the high quality student work that is central to Ron's
philosophy and teaching. is a testament to both the writing
and to Ron's enthusiasm for his craft.

work, through collaborative inquiry Written as the result of a
bona fide collaborative effort-a befitting approach, both as
a practice-what-you-preach compliment and as a practical and
meaningful way to include multiple perspectives-Teaching as

The book ts divided into "toolboxes" for fostering a "school

/nquiry emerged from a National Study Group funded by the

culture of excellence," creating ·'work of excellence" and
inspiring "teaching of excellence/" The anecdotes and ideas

Wallace Foundation and formed by the Academy of Educa-

that make up each toolbox are designed to help us build
school and dassroom cultures of excellence, through the

co-director Kathy Simon participated as an author.

important idea of -craftsmanship." As Ron explains in his

of collaborative inquiry. The first reviews the research on

introduction. "In carpentry there is no higher compliment
builderi give to each other than this: That guy Is a craftsman.

types. For professional learning communities seeking to weave

This one word says it all. It connotes someone who has

inquiry into their work, this background is essential. Just as

integrity and knowledge, who is dedicated to his work and
who is proud of whdl he does and who he is. Someone who

and communicating the purpose of inquiry, matching subject

thinks carefully and does things well."

to method, and determining who should participate. Close

Ron argues that thaw are qualities that all students should

attention paid here will likely have a tremendous positive

have, with the same attention to producing work that is
thoughtfully done and has relevance, meaning and implica-

The four middle chapters represent collaborative inquiry in

tiom beyond the confines of the school walls.

various forms and stages at four schools. These chapters

So how do you get students to produce the kind of high

vividly demonstrate the multi-year process of group examina-

tional Development, Project Zero, and CES National, whose

The book opens with two chapters on the theory and practice
school-based collaborative inquiry, breaking it down into six

indispensable is the second chapter's discussion of defining

influence on collaborative inquiry efforts.

quality work that Ron describes and shows off in his massive

tion of teacher and student work in pursuit of better learning

portfolios of student work? This is the question that many

and teaching, portraying whar it's like for a group of profes-

educators want to know Candi many quoted in the book ask).

sionals to think deeply about the work that happens in a

Ron answors by sharing his toolboxes filled with examples,

school. Each of these chapters were written by school coaches

both from his own classroom and others, of ways to build

or other such facilitators from the Academy of Educational

culture. Improve teacher practice, and help students achieve

Development, Project Zero, or the CES network, and a vivid

their personal best. The tools include using models, outside

subtext throughout Teaching as inquiry is the crucial role of

"experts," protocols for critiquing work, field trips, multiple

consistent "outsiders" who know the school well and can

drafts, and creating high-level, well-scaffolded projects. Ron's

push, listen. support, challenge, guide, and analyze as the

31xth-gr.,de students conducted a water study of their town.

situation warrants.

FT·?AT, ?, 'i'/6-49Rf>-·. ·iT,7,#rq ?iAl, 5#'/ing 'feove#5 tr,,·rd.7474

l'he sevion'Tn inapter uses examples "from fre 'bod,(·s lour case

from etones they had excavated, and wrote blogrdphie& of

studies to illustrate fairly predictable milestones in a learning

lor.11 iernor (Itizc.nf These prolect and the ni,Iny more

community's Inquiry process. The eighth lists key questions

de%cribed in the book Illutrdte the Use of these tools and

that a group willing to devote hours to group inquiry should

wrve ,1. model, for other educatori looking for inspiration

use as provocations to refine their efforts.

hiurn Flaxman co directs CES National' Small School Project.

ted to a deep. multi-year cycle of inquiry, leaching as tnquiry

Most likely of greatest value to learning communities commitprovides a synthesis of practical tools and theoretical frame-

works to encourage thoughtful improvement of professional
practice and student learning.
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RESOURCES

ts devoted to aligning goals with advisory group structure and

design. And the fourth chapter, "The Bridge Between
Designing and Implementing: The PR Campaign," walks

Workshops and
Publications to Help
Schools Plan and

through the process of getting others in the school communi-

ty enthusiastic about and committed to advisories, anticipating common roadblocks such lack of support, and suggesting
communication strategies to manage expectations.

ESR consultants are available to conduct a two-day workshop, "Designing and Implementing an Effective Advisory
Program." Please see www.esrnational org/hs/reform/

Strengthen Advisories
Changing Systems to Personalize Learning: The Power
of Advisories

rho Power of Advisories, created by Debbie Osofsky, Greg
Sinner, and Denise Wolk of the Education Alliance at Brown

University, ts a well-researched and hugely comprehensive

174-page guide designed to accompany an Education Alliance

professional development workshop of the same name (see
www alliance.brown.edu/:ervices/br/ for further information

about the work5hop) Divided into "key dimension" areas of
purpose. organization, content, assessment, and leadership,
The Power of Advisories is designed lo propel a team through

hsadvisory htm for more.
www.esmational.org/resources.htm

Student Advisory
This fifteen-page document, produced by New Visions for

Public Schools, is a succinct overview of high school advisory
programs. Of particular note are descriptions of advisories at

three New York City schools-Baruch College Campus High
School, The Beacon School, and The New York City Museum
School--that detail the programs' structure, curriculum, and
advisor role.

www.newvisions.org/schoolsuccess/downloads/
StudentAdv.pdf

the advisory design and planning process, and while it's likely
best used as a group workshop guide, The Power of

Five Attributes of Satisfying Advisories

Advisories is valuable on its own, both for the strategies it

Written by Jim Burns and published in the Fall 1996 New

suggests and as a richly comprehensive overview of the

England League of Middle

research literature that supports advisories Elementary and

much-cited in the literature on advisories, is worth studying

middle school educators. take note: though this resource is

for its candid and vivid descriptions of what works in middle

part of the hugh school-oriented Breaking Ranks process, it's

school advisories. The five points-1. advisories should be

Schoo/5 Journa/, this short article,

valuable for all. The Power of Advisones contains facilitator's

integrated into the larger plan for learning, 2. satisfied

guidelines, discussion guides, graphic organizers, exercises,

teacher-advisors feel comfort and authenticity within the role

protocols, worksheets on analyzing students' needs, defining

of advisor, 3. advisory tasks should have common, recogniza-

advisory'; purpofe: and aligning appropriate activities.

ble aims, 4. school leaders should champion the advisory pro-

www.alliance.brown.edu/pubs/changing_systems/

gram, and 5. advisories should yield tangible results-are

power of advisories/index.shtml

equally apt for high school settings.
www.via.com/idesign/attributes2.html

The Advisory Guide
Carol M. Liebpr and Rachel A Poliner, authors of "Creating

Advisories

Advisories. A Few Notes from the Field" (see page 14), real-

Produced by the University of Washington's Small Schools

ized years ago that no comprehensive resource existed on the

Project, this document collects a handful of advisory

topic of advisones. Their resulting book, The Advisory Guide:

resources. The collection's introduction cogently addresses the

Designing and Implementing Effective Advisory Programs in

linked issues of advisory purpose, advisory design, and school

Secondary Schoo/s, published by Educators for Social

mission. The "Advisory Design Sequence," created by the Small

Responsibility (ESR), is a comprehensive, intelligent, focused,

Schools Project's Jeff Petty and Kim Feicke, is a thorough flow-

.ind practical guide to the world of creating and sustaining

chart, accompanied by questions to consider in advisory

hugh school advisories. Its contents cover design, facilitation,

design, that guides planners through considering school and

formats, and advisory group activities. Two Advisory Guide

advisory program goals, planning advisory strategies and

chapters are indispensable parts of any advisory program

design, and dealing with implementation issues. Also included

pld,ining process. "The Advisory Design Puzzle," chapter three,

is a portrait of adviories at the Met, dlid lengthy interviews

with Parker Charter Essential School's principal Terry Schrader,

and Fenway High School's former acting director Luz Padua.
www.smallschoolsproject.org/PDFS/Planning_Resources/
images/advisories.pdf
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Resources: Middle School Advisory

Thus compilation of twelve resources for planning and improvIng advjsories, gathered by MiddleWeb, ts geared in particular
to middle schools. Journal articles, web-based discussions,

classroom stories and more demonstrate the sustained practice of advisones in the middle grades.
http //www.middleweb.com/advisory.html
Advisory Resources

Stanford University' 5 School Redesign Network complied this

Ijst of advisory resources geared for secondary school settings.
Among the resources offered are links to several online port.
fohos produced by What Kids Can Do of advisory and other
personalization efforts at High Tech High. Minnesota New
Country School, and the Met
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http://www schoolredesign.net/sri/server.php?idx=861

And there's more! See page 17 for "CES Network Sources for
Advisory Development," a description of the professional

development opportunities offered by the Regional Teachers
Center at Francis W. Parker Charter Essential School and the
Wildwood School,

Announcing Fall Forum 2004
Equitable Schools for a New Democracy
Come celebrate the Coalition of Essential Schools' 20th

anniversary! Join educators, parents, students, and leading
thinkers in education to exchange ideas, ask questions, and
share insights from schools around the world. This year, we

focus on creating a system of schools in which students of all
races, classes, and backgrounds achieve their full potential,
gain the skills they need, and develop a passion for contributing to an active democracy.

For more details and to register on-line, visit our website:
www.essentialschools.org
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If CES stands for

what you believe in personalized, equitable,
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Schools

Wildwood Schoot-Secondary Program

Independent school serving grades 6-12
Arturo Schomburg Satellite Academy High School

Public school serving grades 9-12
1010 Rev James A Polite Ave.
Bronx, NY 10459

11811 West Olympic Boulevard

Los Angeles, CA 90064
310/478-7189

www wildwood.org

718/542 2700

Young Women's Charter Leadership School
Bushwick School for Social Justice

Public school serving grades 9 and 10
(9·12 by 2007)
400 Irving Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 1 1237

Public school serving grades 7-12
2641 South Calumet Ave

Chicago. IL 60616

to affiliate with CES
National as a school

or as an individual.

Stand up for schooling
that is worthy of the
name, Join a network

of passionate educators
and innovative schools,

312/949.9400

and receive great

www ywks.org

benefits such as

718/381-7100 x5000 or 5001

http,//bssi net
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Support Organizations

subscriptions,

Fall Forum facilitator
Emery Secondary School
Public school serving grades 7-12

The Education Alliance
222 Richmond Street Suite 300

fee waivers, subscriptions to /n Common,

11004/th Street

Providence, RI 02903

Emeryville, CA 94608

800/521·9550 or 401/274-9548

the CES affiliates'

510/601 4000

info@alliance. brown.edu

newsletter, and more.

www,emeryusd k 1 2.ca. us/emeryhigh/

www.alliance.brown.edu
Learn more about CES

default.htm

Francis W. Parker Charter Essential School

Public. school erving grades 712

Educators for Social Responsibility-

National Affiliation at

National Center

www.essentjalschools.org.

23 Garden Street

49 Antletam Street

Cambridge, MA 02138

Devens, MA 01432

617/492-1764

978 772 3293

educators@esrnational.org

www,p.irker.org

www.esrnational.org

The Metropolitan Regional Career and
Technical Center (The Met)

Public school serving grades 9-12

Bay Area Coalition of Equitable Schools
1720 Broadway, Fourth Floor
Oakland, CA 94612-2106

Public Street Campus

info@bayces.org

325 Public. Street

www. hayces.org

Providence, RI 02905
401/752-2650
www metconterorg

Souhegan High School

Public school serving grades 9-12
RO. Box 1152

412 Boston PoR Road
Arnherkt, NH 03031

603/673·9940

www,spriw.coin/shs/default Wm
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See you at the Fall Forum in San Francisco, November 11-13!
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Cove, Tdkeiha lupe%. grachi.ile of the Met, Prowdencr, Rl

Editor, Horace

The Simple Complexity
of Advisories

one of those things that a lot of schools and districts wrote

into federal Small Learn,ng Communities grant applications "
Sold on the idea of advisories, many schools are realizing that
they require the commitments of appropriate structures

aligned to specific goals. connection to the school's misson

by Jill Davidson

and culture, and ongoing professional development.
Form Follows Function

Those commitments produce an evolving range of advisory
forms. Some Essential schools hold advisories in fifteen-minute

Increments at the start and close of the day Others meet

every other day for an hour. And elsewhere, much of the on-

site learning and teaching happens in advisories that serve as

a home base for students' personalized learning, providing a
Years ago, I shadowed a student through an all-day school

setting that replaces traditional classes

visit. Marius was confident and happy, engaged in his classes,

Some advljories gather students together as ninth graders,

bristling with energy and full of comments on the teachers

and together they stay until they graduate. Others intention-

And the connections he was discovering in the school's inter-

ally combine age groups. Some create ali-mate and all-female

disciplinary block-scheduled program. I was pleased, of

advisories; still others are carefully considered combinations of

courw. to be having such a wonderful day with this bright

students and adults, as diverse as possible. Some have space

young man at this thoughtful school. Eleven o'clock arrived

devoted solely to the advisory; others meet in classrooms,

advisory time. I accompanied Marius to his advisor's class-

closets, lunchrooms, or courtyards.

room where, for the first time in my presence, he slumped in

While too frequently prompted by circumstances-a lack of

hui chair, legs iprawled, face blank. Other studentj filed in. No
greeting from the teacher. Some did schoolwork, some played
cards, some gosi,ped One seemed to nap The teacher pulled
Aide a few, one by one, and conferred about matters mysteri-

time, a lack of space, a lack of a plan-this advisory diversity
is often the result of varied goals. A school that wants to cre-

ate mentoring among older and younger students will value
a different advisory group composition than a school that

ous to the rest of us. It was a deadly. jarring interruption in

regards advisory as the main place to focus on progress

an otherwi,e vibrant day.

toward grade-level exhibitions. When their goals are well-

Later In the day, the principal confirmed what was obvious

defined and organized to support the students' overall school

enough. the quality of advisories varied wildly at this school,

and life experience, schools report, advisories gain traction

and 1 happened upon d bad day In one of the weaker advi-

and become sacred. (For pointers to much more information

wrl{?% No, there wasn't any professional development for

on and help with goal-setting and choosing complimentary

advisories yet. Yes, most of the teachers had been at the

advisory structures, see page 22, "Resources: Workshops and

whool prior to the implementation of the advisory program,

Publications to Help Schools Plan and Strengthen Advisories ")

and not d few were resistant There was a goal academic

support but no particular design to support It. Believing in
ridvisories, the principal carved out the time in the day to

make advisorle5 happen, but he soon realized that they
weren't going to happen
on their own. And yes, he
believed that until the
school could do more than

just make time for adviRELATED RESOURCE

Horace 7 1, "Are

Advisory

Groups 'Essential'? What
They Do, How They
Work?" is a 1990 look
at advisories In Essential
..rhnnt. Aming It.
contents 13 "Some Advi

ory Group Models." a
wirful collection of varl

sories. it wasn't going to

be able to reach its goal to
become an equitable place
for learning, not for students
and not for professionals.
Drnise wolk. Program

Connection to the Core

Mark Rush, English teacher and CES coordinator at Brooklyn's
Bushwick School for Social Justice (BSSJ), knew how not to do
advisories. "I came from a school at which advisories had

been whittled away to once a week and were set up for failure." As its 2003 opening approached, BSSJ was committed
to including advisories done right. "I didn't stop believing in
what I thought advisories could be," said Rush. "What that
meant was close personal relationships between students and

staff. It would be a place for kids to interact with other kids in
a safe way to talk about issues that don't get talked about.

We wanted teachers to be go-to person for parents." As time
for planning dwindled and the school's opening approached,
liuwcvci, ricw circuin,tances tightened ito goal, for advisories.

As•,ociate .it the Education

"*le wme

Alliance and co·author of

that seemed to limit our ability to write creative curriculum,"

facing new mandates from the Board of Education

ou forms of advisories

"The Power of Advisones"

Rush reports, "We realized that we could use advisories to

in CES wltings

note· that my experience

emphasize our social justice curriculum." BSSJ's advisories

www r.w,ntwls< hooli.org/

with the de,id zone advisory

meet daily, mid·day, for fifty minutes, with fifteen students

5 Vresource,/view/Ers res/8

wain't unique "Advisories

per teacher, serving as the locus of students' efforts to synthe-

have become the reform

size their evolving learning about equity. This connection to

du Jour." says Wolk. "A few

the core mission of the school got advisories at BSSJ off to a

years ago advisoria became

powerful start.
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In addition to providing a

it's also crucial to Include advisories ma school's cycle of

forum for focusing on

inquiry and self-examination. Denise Wolk suggests, "Look at

essential. unifying curricu-

indicators that can affect student achievement such as atten-

lum. advisories create the

dance data, disciplinary referrals, and mmor suspensions,·'

RELATED RESOURCE

Horace 19.1, "Making
Great Teachers into Great

Advisors: Advisory Training

fundamental conditions for

Using action research to demonstrate the positive effects of

personalization. Advisories

advisones on these phenomena provides data that sells adv,-

are the time, location, and

sortes to doubters throughout the school's community

at Parker Charter Essential

social organization that

School," describes the

ensure that each student is

Parker staff members'

known well by at least one

collaborative inquiry into
improving their skills as
advisors.

www.essentialschools.org/
curesources/view/ces_res/
276

adult in the school, that the

child is for at least a part of
the day, personally recognized. This focus can-and
should-take academic

form. Breaking Ranks //, the
National Association of Sec-

ondary School Principals'
strategic plan for high
school reform, recommends that all students have personal-

Ized learning plans. Advisory Is the home for the assessment
that such plans demand; it's the place where students, families, teachers, counselors. and community converge to create,
demonstrate progress toward, and update each student's

Sacred Time with the Kids

In A New Kind of Science, Stephen Wolfram observes,

"Remarkably simple programs seem to capture the essential
mechanisms responsible for all sorts of important phenomena
that in the past have always seemed far too complex to allow
any simple explanation." Advisories may well be described as
one such simple program. Advisories allow schools-necessartty intricate and complex-a simple, reliable way to teach
and emphasize the best qualities of their cultures, nurture
their students' resilience, confidence, and personal power,

center themselves around meaningful teaching and learning,
involve parents and community, create professional and per-

sonal growth for teachers, and become personalized, equitable,
safe, and joyous places for learning. Advisones provide an inviolab)le time and space to pause, collaborate, breathe, reconnect,
mend, learn, work, and then relaunch into the world.

unique plan for learning and growth
And adviwnes are the bent place to create connections with
the students' wider world. Mary Ann Pitcher, co-director of
Chicago's Young Women'& Leadership Charter School (YWLCS)
says, "Its really about creating relationships with families." As

It happens at many other Essential schools, family interaction
with the school :s largely mediated through advisories, which
serve as thi nerve center for informal communication, sched-

uled conferences, and parent leadership. At the same time,

Ultimately, the power of advisories comes from relationships
and connections_ a simple concept that allows the complexity
of a vibrant, intellectually challenging, equitable school to
flourish. "It's sacred time with the kids," says Mary Ann

Pitcher. "Ultimately, you have to give yourself up to them and
talk about their lives, their jobs, their families. It might not
seem like productive time but it sure is: it's how we establish
relationships" m

notee Pitcher, teachers need the most support in the area of

family communication. "It's where a lot of teachers struggle

Works Cited

Teachers are often younger than parents, or from different

National Association of Secondary School Principals (2004),

cultural or economic backgrounds, This inhibits their ability

Breaking Ranks It Strategies for Leading High School Reform.

to reach out and pick up the phone at the drop of a hat.

Reston, VA: National Association of Secondary School Principals.

Ad(Iressing this challenge via role-plays, colleague observations,

Wolfram, Stephen (2002). A New Kind of Science. Champaign,

readings, and discussion. YWLCS has located the work of
building connections between teachers and families at the
center of Itf professional development

Professional Development

For many teachers, discomfort with advisories extends further.
The teacher who sees herself as 'a science teacher, not a

guidance counselor" sounds a legitimate alarm: she needs
support to help her use advisory as a place to focus on goals
and deeper relationehips with students She needs to know
she has the ability to call on counselors, social service
ploviders, and other specialists, to assist her in the work ot

knowing young people', whole worlds. But she shouldn't feel
th,it ihe in,At respond front lili, to all crises. Mara Benitez,
formet dtivivor ,ind whool leader at the Arturo Schomburg

5,itellit, Academy High khool ,ind iurrent co-director of CES
Nation.in hmall Schoolf Project observes, "Investment in advi-

wry pays off echoolwide, creating the kind of teachers that
really c,iii do mtense personalized work with students. Advlsorir. :Ire the microosom of what the bigger school should
look like.'

IL: Wolfram Media.

A New Kind of Science is available online in its entirety at
www.wolframscience.com/nksonline/toc.html
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We All Win Together:
Met Graduates Reflect
on Advisories

by Kristin Waugh
Hempel and Chris
Hempel, with Takesha
Lopes, Alex Rivera,
lt

Ramon Frias, Joe

Claprood, Jesse
Suchmann and Elissa Toro

Met students on a New York City trip

Rich with ideas, opinions, and passions, advisories are a place to
get feedback, to try out new ideas, to learn, and to teach. As

teams focused on a common goal-learning and life success for
everyone in the group-advisories at the Met redefine what it
means to teach and learn. Advisories go beyond forced groups
in which individuals relate to each other in predetermined roles
of either student or teacher. Instead, advisories are communities

of people who come together, appreciate, and learn from each
other regardless of age, background, and interests.
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During 2004's summer months, Kristin Waugh-Hempet and
Chris Hempel, both advisors for four years at the Metropolitan
Regional Career and Technical Center (The Met) in Providence.
Rhode Island, talked with seven of their now-graduated
advisees about the centrality of advisortes at the Met and the

The Metropolitan Regional Career and Technical Center (The

impact of their advisory's relationships and connections. In this

Met) began in September 1996 as a bold new school with high

article, Waugh-Hempel, now the Met's Learning Through Intern-

standards, and strong family engagement By 2005 the Met will

ships (Crl) director, and Hempel, now a Met principal, present

house 120 students at each of its six small schools throughout

excerpts from this reunion conversation along with their own

Providence The Met is a community school that provides pro-

reflections on their experience as the group's advisors.

grams after school and In the evenings, and allows community
access to Its facilities including a state-of-the-art athletic center

KRISTIN: Before we begin talking about the role advisories
play in learning, could you describe what an advisory is?
TAKESHA: An advisory is a group of people who come
together to make decisions and to discuss things, like a family
where people learn from each other's experiences and who
come together for a purpose to help each other - because
we were all trying to graduate

and track, a performance center, a culinary kitchen, a technology center, and a school-based health center.
At the Met, each student works with an advisor, a parent or
guardian. and a workplace mentor to design a personalized curr,culum based on the student's interests. Students work at

internships in community businesses and organizations two
days each week, learning academic skills through real-world

ALEX: You feel that your opinion is respected. So Is your race,

problem solving. The Met aims to empower students to take

where you come from, things that are part of your culture.

charge of their learning, gaining the skills and knowledge nec-

You feel like you can bring them into the advisory and feel

essary to achieve success beyond high school, and to become

comfortable.ind sdle

there. Advisones are about relationship

building through discussion. Sometimes you can have conflicts
in there. but the advisor is there to help everyone learn from

life-long learners.

For much more about the Met, visit www.metcenter org.

the conflicts. Sometimes we had conflicts that were very, very

heated, and we had to learn how to control our anger or our
emotions. How do you start growing as a person? The advisor
is there for that. And the advisory is very helpful in teaching

tory is ultimately a collection of perspectives, he substituted

you thal
TAI<ESHA: You were with people that you cared about and

there wore things they were passionate about. so you learned.
We just basically learned from each other, passing on every-

thing. Some of It started by passing on information about
common interests, whether it was music or shopping or video

games, but then it became about STDs and aerodynamics and
graphic design. It Just happened all the time. It was sort of
like the joy that everybody got from seeing you at your best,

You wanted to learn becau:,e everybody liked what you

were

le,iching or you saw that everybody was proud of you.

one truth for another equally distorted "truth," thereby
displaying his bias.

The advisory discussion that ensued was memorable due to
the students' intense historical identification as aggressors
or aggrieved. In the hour, we ventured far beyond the issue
of historical accuracy to talk about the history of our countries of origin and the negative impact of colonization,

about the role white men have historically played in documenting important world events and the impact that has
had on others. This discussion launched us on a month-long

ALEX: You go to your peers' exhibitions and they blow you

learning journey through issues ranging from economic

Awdy with what they've learned and accomplished or with

inequality to cultural identification.

their self-reflection and goal setting. And it feels like it's not
Ipet the advisor giving you feedback, so you realize that your
prier5 are seeing what is going on with you. Their feedback
hdps you undereand when a project really comes together
and how to finish It and how you can use it to help the
community or tho ·,chool.

Reflections from Kristin and Chris

Om, yi,<Ir, we Ii,id d (julgt Vir.iker come In to the school to
discu%g how the .irtu,11 event of the first Thanksgiving difIrred dram,itically from the myths perpetuated by American
soc w.ty Tlic Mir.iker went to great length,i to differentiate
the "1115 Story" of Thankigiving related by the white man
lic}in the truth of the actual event He explained that the

"truth" about Th,inksgiving is melely a romant,clzed version
of the event mr,int to gloss over the decimation of Native
Aineric.Ni. Yet lather th,in ending with the point that his-

I
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Advisor Kr:stin Waugh·Hempel and Met graduates Rebecca Leon, Keity
Almed,a. and Rachel Brogm in the Peace Street Campus common room

CHRIS: What role, if any, do you think that an advisor has in
creaing a communal learning environment?

TAKESHA: They serve as a liaison, finding common passions.
An advifor is like someone who is the head of the group, but

doesn't necessarily act like the head of the group. It's someone who participates In the group and is there for structure

and guidance. I see an advisor like a teacher in wisdom. but
not really like the teachers in regular hugh schools who I see

Some thoughts from Met parent Ann Rule. Rule's son
Matthew McCormick is in his senior year at the Met.

more as supervisors. Advisors are more like coaches and less

My son is a bright young man whose struggles with learning

like iupervivors who tell you what to do and how to do it

presented a challenge to an antiquated "one size fits all"

and if you don't do It their way, then you get in trouble

educational system. Countless times in middle school, I would

see him become overwhelmed, frustrated, and giving up. The
teaching strategies used at the Met meet his needs. He sets
learning goals with plenty of advice and guidance from people
Reflections from Kristin and Chris

who are part of his learning team. He is then expected to be

Creating a thoughtful learning environment in advisory
takes a lot of preparation. Advisors identify and adapt to

all. any struggles in meeting these goals are not seen as failures

the dyn.imics of the group as they empower students to
take ch.trge of their learning. We spent a great deal of time

nurturing leadership in the advisory so students felt com-

responsible and accountable for meeting those goals Most of
but rather learning experiences that are reassessed and new

strategies are developed constantly building on what he has
learned.

fortable taking over and teaching each other It 8 critical
to have thoughtfully planned formal and informal activities

skills and interests. My son not only learns academic skills in a

in various configurations designed to "cross-pollinate" and

meaningful context, but he is also learning life skills which

build connections and trust between students. We would

enable him to develop mutually respecrful relationships, give

appoint student co-facilitators to organize and run advisory,

and take constructive criticism, handle both the positive and

to credte guiding questions for books we read together, to

negative consequences of his decisions, and be a contributing

pl.In camping trips and afternoon excursions

His advisory is a place where all students are respected for their

member of a larger community.
The Met is a place where parents work closely with teachers.

KRISTIN: So, did you just walk into the Met and automatically
hdve that relationship with your advisor?

Raising a teenager is a difficult struggle. I now feel I have a
community of people helping me. His advisor and even school
administrators really know him. Family involvement is so deeply
embedded in the culture of the school that my relationship

fAKISAA: 610, f tl'„nk It was easier ficause we faiked in fra-

with my son flourishes.

dition,,1 hugh whooli, you don't really talk to your teachers.
Heir, th(, teachers t,iy after, they come earlier, they call your

For my son, the world is his classroom and his advisor helps

hour, they talk to your pare,11% You know them because

they m,ike thi,m%rlvi", known. Before I even *tepped in the
clawooni, you hi,id c.illed me. I know that the conversation
m h,wl wa, „bout the book that I was reading, about the
5,ilrm Witch Trial. I asked you ,,bout what you liked and
,illout yolit „,itionality bec.,w>e I thought your name was
"W,il.' So we had .i conver,ation

him structure his learning Into manageable increments. He is
acquiring the skills to be a "life long learner." He is being
taught to learn and consequently learns what he is taught.

We All Win Together: Met Graduates Reflect on Advisories«
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CHRIS: Do you feel that the fact that you knew who your
advisor was and she knew who you were encouraged you to
learn somehow?

TAKESHA: Yeah, it made it easter because in life sometjrnes

you have good times and sometimes you have bad times If
you have a relationship with someone who knows you and
knows how you act and knows if you're act,ng out of charac-

ter and knows how to talk to you, then they can help you.
Just you knowing me as an individual helped me get through

high school I know that all the stuff that I went through
during high school, that a normal teenager goes through

during high school, can keep you from doing your best. And
there are a lot of students who don't have somebody who
helps them at home and probably don't have somebody who

helpe them at school, w that's probably why a lot of kids
don't finish. If they get sidetracked, they don't have anybody
who's going to stop what they're doing to help them.

Reflections from Kristin and Chris

A very bright and dcadi·mically glfted student arrived at the
Met a year behind her age group due to severe bouts of
deprf,swon that would often go unchecked for months.

During the depressive periods, she was chronically tardy
and often fell hopelessly behind her peers on internships.
projects, and advisory assignments, rebuffing any attempts
to make a connectjon between attendance and success.

Yet she kept coming to school and, when there, was able
to complete weeks of work in short order. We tried desper-

ately to get her into counseling to mitigate her cyclical
bouts of depression with little support from her family
When we felt that all hope was lost, she wrote a letter
thalended

RAMON: I think also that having a relationship with a teacher

/ want m furreed, go to co//ege through way of high

would wonder why I wasn't there today. At other schools, if

schoo/

you don't go to school, nobody cares. And d you don't know

makes a difference. I wouldn't skip school because I knew you

diploma. I know you're trying to help me, and I ask

you, though 1 shouldn't, for just one thing more: to keep

what's going on in class, sometimes the teachers don't take

asking me what you can do to help. Whereas l would feel

the time to explain it,

horrible for you to drive out to my house every morning

JESSE: I think that's a good point about having such a close

dnff

hara me into school...or even to call me every mom-

Ing, it'f a good idea. That doesn't mean I agree to it, I'm
just saying thank you for offering: it means I know, at least,

bond with your teacher. 1 did
more because I was close

with my teacher For exam-

the limit you'll go to. l don't even really want to ask you for

pie, at my old school it was

help but 1 suppose, if you keep offering. I just might get

all about, okay, what can I

brave enough

do and not do. If I could fake

a signature, I could be out

"Sustained Relationships,"

for two days. Here, Kristin

a section of "Succeeding
Together at the Met: An
Online Portfolio," pro-

would call me. "Where are

KRISTIN: Did the fact that your relationship with your advisor

you? What's going on?"

wa, more "human·to-human" than "teacher-to-student" ever

Wit m the w,ty with either yolir rel.itionship with your advisor

RELATED RESOURCE

JOE: I think every teenager,

duced by What Kids Can
Do, details the relationships and connections

no matter who you are, has

among advisors, students,

some kind of emotional bag-

mentors and parents. Find

gage. I can't imagine any kid

it online at

utf, comef 111, fi.1% the tone, sets the expectations of the advi-

that doesn't Some have

www.whatkidscando.org,/

%(iry from the beginning, 'ind ,tick, with them. "1 am here to

more than others, but a lot

portfoliosmallschools/MET/

be yout friend, but I am ,o your teacher and we have a job

of times It's too difficult for

or with your relationhips with the student around you?
ALEX: I think,i lot ha•, to do with how the advisor starts it

to do. My job i. to help you academically, but alio to help

kids to deal with it at home

m,ike sure that you meet your potential and that you reach

and to talk to their family

,ill tlie goals you have for yourself " And advisors also help
the students figure out who they,ile

Sustained.html

